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Global changes such as Climate Change and its effects on oceans have led to              
world-wide awareness that pressure in the oceans need to be reduced and the ocean must be                
used sustainably. In this context it is agreed that to achieve these expectations the governance               
structure of the ocean requires to be strengthened and a better understanding of the oceans               
needs. According to the European Commission, the three priority areas of actions to shape              
international governance are: Improving the international ocean governance framework;         
Reducing human pressures on the oceans and creating the conditions for a sustainable blue              
economy and Strengthening international ocean research and data. Therefore, this class was            
focused on the multiple views and difficult choices, on how did the issue get on the agenda                 
and what pathways may be available. Starting with the Blue Economy, the class goes to the                
biodiversity beyond national jurisdiction and ends at the real global policy challenge.  

The Blue Economy is a key document that pretends to increase long-term benefits of              
the sustainable use of marine resources for small island developing states and coastal least              
developed countries. The major target is to increase at 2030 the economic benefits to small               
island developing states and least developed countries from the sustainable use of marine             
resources, including through sustainable management of fisheries, aquaculture and tourism.          
the general objective is to develop economies in a sustainable way, where the use of natural                
resources does not exceed the renewal rate of the same resources. Finally what blue economy               
tries to pursuit is Reduce food laws and food security, better energy efficiency, promote a               
decent employment and more innovative financing or technologies. 

Biodiversity conservation beyond national jurisdiction is one among the core issues           
that has being discussed on the global ocean agenda for more than ten years now. Although                
UNCLOS is the high sea constitution with very important provisions it is considered             
incomplete due to some areas, especially biodiversity conservation areas, still being           
considered open and with basic problems. Since the problems of ocean space are closely              
interrelated, they need to be considered as a whole, attending equitable and efficient             
utilization of their resources, the conservation of the living resources and the study,             
protection and preservation of marine environment.  

Coastal States, fish stocks and general biodiversity are the most important problems            
among the Oceans issues and it is accorded by UNCLOS that the best scientific evidence               
available must be taken into account to ensure proper conservation and management            
measures. In this context the international agencies (e.g. AFO, UNGA, etc) began to take              
measures specifically to protect the biodiversity in addition to complete resolutions and            
guidelines advising on how to make fisheries sustainable. Nevertheless it was necessary that             
UNCLOS requirested an enforcement of the acts that already existed and after the             



 
 

Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (2004) preparatory committees and assemblies were         
organized and an integrated instrument was developed: "The Package". This document arouse            
the expectations from all the measures kept forward to conserve the biodiversity specifically             
in high seas, because the three issues addressed have never being integrated hence not              
interlinked. However if another body with conservation mandate is considered necessary it            
should be an extension of the CBD to give it authority to apply management instruments (e.g.                
MPAs) and not set level policies for national action. Also the issue of trust is fundamental in                 
solving the conservation problems but trust while making the IGOs working little bit better is               
enough to conserve the biodiversity. 

Due to the accelerated population growth and the possible effects of climate change,             
food security is one of the most pressing problems for many countries, particularly those in               
the process of development, consequently been one if the real global policy challenges. One              
of the solutions proposed to address this problem has been fisheries, due to the high amount                
of protein, nutrients and amino acids offered by products from the sea. So for 2050, it is                 
considered necessary 3.65 x 108 t of dietary protein, due to the population increase. However,               
world fisheries production and the status of many of the fisheries around the world is an                
alarming and challenging issue, which must be taken into account in order to comply with the                
production of protein necessary. The FAO declares to look at aquaculture as a possible              
solution. However, the introduction of this activity in fishing villages has brought social             
conflicts, as well as the use of antibiotics and chemicals to treat diseases, are some of the                 
issues of concern within aquaculture. 

Climate change represents another important real global policy challenge, because of           
the decrease in agricultural production and temperature, in addition to the decrease in rainfall              
or crop losses due to the increase in cyclones. Agriculture is not ready for climate change, but                 
faces high risks, and is the largest contributor to greenhouse gas emissions. The ONU 2030               
Sustainable Development Goals, in its goal 14 it focuses on the oceans and proposes: Prevent               
and reduce marine pollution, sustainably manage and protect marine and coastal ecosystems,            
minimize the impacts of ocean acidifications, regulate harvesting and conserve at least 10 %              
of coastal and marine areas and plus increase scientific knowledge, small-scale access and             
Rule of Law. For any policies and management measures for food security, conservation of              
biodiversity, and sustainability of fisheries or any other combinations of goals to succeed,             
they all have to be coherent across institutions. 

As this summary demonstrates it is clear we need change the way that we articulate               
ourselves to achieve a sustainable development, even more when considering the urgency            
that climate changes add to this concern. Besides the efforts already done in this matter, there                
are no single "right" society choices. It is necessary to improve the trust among actors in                
order to follow the sustainability pathway. In this context, it is important to highlight the               
Science-policy dialogues about climate change and food security and climate change and            
biodiversity. Mostly because these policy discussions are proceeding in parallel, and must be             
enhanced and integrated to avoid not coherent outcomes. 


